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PROLOGUE
The foundations of the following Reminiscences are Lenka’s tape
recordings from 1990 and 1991. The record translated into English and
transcribed by Lenka’s niece, Jennifer Lewis, in September 2000 (nine
months after Lenka’s passing on) has been edited to keep chronological
order. If needed, new text has been added (in italics). Selected family
photographs and copies of important documents have been inserted to
enhance the narrative. Some parts of the life story (which would have
been in italics) are not mentioned since they are included in A. Robert
Neurath’s Reminiscences at the website www.blankgenealogy.com
which also shows family portraits. Lenka’s family members were music
lovers who had a small quartet put together (two violins, cello and
piano).To dignify this, the narrative is accompanied by music
(Beethoven’s Quartet for Piano, Violin, Viola and Cello in E-flat, Op. 16).

Childhood
I am the daughter of Jacob Francis Weinberger and Johanna (Nina)
Nagel. My father had a large farm and could provide his family with

Birth certificate

a worry-free life. My parents had a
harmonious marriage and I had a happy
childhood. I was the oldest daughter;
followed by my brother Jani and sisters:
Priscilla (Piri), Edith and Anna (Ancsi). My
parents provided me with the best
education and schooling. The matter of
our education was Mama’s domain. It was
she who saw to it that we all had good
teachers, good schools and music and
language lessons – and we had to learn
everything. I had private lessons
(education) in German (Hungarian was
Mother Nina; Lenka (right), Piri & Jani

spoken at home). When I was old enough

to go to school, I had to wait a few more months until Jani, my brother,

was of school age too, since Mama
wanted us both to be in the same
class. Our teacher was the
Principal, Mr. Erdelyi who had
been given notice by the
government since he could not
speak Slovak. So he gave us private
lessons, and at the end of the year
Children from left: Piri,Jani,Boriska,Lenka,Edith we had to go to public school to
take the exam. The Principal was often hungry, and then he would go
the kitchen and tell his wife: “Oh, my sweetheart, could you give me a
slice of goose liver?” This line of his, and quite a few others, were
immortalized in a comedy my brother wrote when he was eight years
old. Unfortunately, the comedy was lost like so many other things.
When I lived at Grandma Nagel’s at the time when I went to school in
Hlohovec, she combed my hair every day and braided it so tightly that it
really hurt. She put black bows on the head and at the back of the neck.

Once I got to the big gate and headed towards school, the bows were
removed.
When we were good, Grandmother let us have the key to the beautiful
orchard and fruit garden, where we were allowed to eat our fill of
strawberries, raspberries, gooseberries, red currants, and so on. On the
other hand, I adored fruit that was not ripe: winter pears and lots of
plums from our garden. Sometimes these feasts of mine had unpleasant
consequences. I got sick, and the next day Dr. Handler had to be picked
up from Hlohovec. He would prescribe castor oil and aspirin. I did not
want to have to take the castor oil, so I pushed away the hand away
that was trying to pour it down my throat. The next day I would be all
well again, and then I’d declare that I had recovered so quickly because
I had not taken the castor oil.
Other stories: When Jani and I were eight years old, Mama took us to
Vienna to Professor Bronfeld to have our tonsils removed. When the
doctor wanted to start his “treatment”, Jani became so unruly that

nobody – not Mama or me, not the Professor or his nurse, could make
him calm down. Then the Professor called his daughter in, and a
beautiful young girl wearing long golden auburn hair down, came into
the room. Then finally Jani could be persuaded to go through with the
operation. Afterwards, we were lying in bed in a hotel room, and Mama
went to buy for us some liquid to drink. She was away for a very long
time. We got afraid, and both started to cry. Finally, Mama returned
with some liquid that looked like milk but was all greenish from the
water added to thin it down… - “At this moment the recording was
interrupted. Robi walked in announcing bad news: Iraq attacked Israel
and is bombarding Tel Aviv. My God!” - Mama gave us presents to try
to cheer us up, and I got a pretty set of furnishings and garden furniture
– two armchairs and a round table which was whitewashed, and the
upholstery …(undecipherable)…. We put these presents to good use
very often whenever we wanted to furnish dwellings for our paper
dolls. I do not know what Jani got – I cannot remember that. Grandma
Nagel had a really beautiful St. Bernard dog that we called Blaky, after

the British diplomat Lord Taylor. Blaky was not always on a leash and
we had to be very careful not to let him run off and romp and frolic
about in the streets. Sometimes he even stood on his hind legs and
wanted to hug people with his front paws. He never hurt anybody but
people in Hlohovec were scared to death of him.
Mama made preserves of green squash for winter stocks. She put a
layer of squash and then a layer of salt, then another layer of squash
and a layer of salt on top of that until the jar was full. If you wanted to
make vegetables from the preserves, you had to rinse the squash in
cold water many times to remove the salt. But I never did that when I
cooked vegetables for us during the time when Mama was taking care
of little Edith in Brno and I was trying to cook. At that time, we had no
longer a cook, only a 17-year old maid, and I was 17 myself. I put a lot of
sugar in the vegetables, hoping this would neutralize the salty taste but
that was not what happened. In spite of that, our father said that those
vegetables were good, too. I called Grandma Nagel by telephone every

day in the early morning asking her for information about where I could
get meat and what kind of meat I should buy. Papa ate everything, even
if it did not come out well, and he always praised it.
When we had children’s diseases, all of us children would be put in
the same bed, so that we would all catch them at the same time. The
children who had recovered were then taken to Grandmother
Weinberger, and her housekeeper was not particularly delighted about
that.
Uncle Misi (Michal Nagel) used to play soccer in the large courtyard
with Jani and a coach whose name was Mark. Whenever I watched that
game elsewhere, I never saw anyone landing on his belly on the ground.
However, the soccer they played here had half of their players on their
bellies on the ground within a few seconds or minutes. They all ended
up lying on top of each other like in US football.

We all were music lovers and we actually had a small quartet put
together. Uncle Zsiga played the cello, our Jani was the first violin,
Nagel Bandi was the second violin and I played the piano; Aunt Olga
(Bandi’s mother) sang. She had a beautiful voice – she was a mezzosoprano. Sometimes music loving guests were invited from other towns
and a small chamber orchestra was put together.
Our father was not much concerned about us but if essential events
happened, he could sometimes become a real hero. For example, once
my hair caught fire from a nearby candle and then Papa came in, tore
the curtain off the window, put it on my head and stopped the fire so
that my hair did not burn. Another thing happened: there was a young
child standing in our courtyard and suddenly a wild horse broke in and
would have trampled the child to death if father had not grabbed the
child and lifted him high up in the air. We called this horse Zemla (=roll)
since it had the color of a baked roll. The horse died later and was

buried under a bridge, and every time I walked over that bridge, I
(Lenka) was afraid. I also remained afraid of fires.
Papa had never beaten anybody but once it did happen. Our Jani was
strictly forbidden to play soccer with the soldiers on the fields near the
river Vaag. However, Jani went there, not to play but at least to be able
to watch, and then he did not come back home on time for supper. He
was searched for everywhere, and finally found reading in the garden
house in our flower garden. That time our father gave Jani a beating.
Grandma Nagel spent practically the whole day in the lower kitchen
where she baked and cooked for the whole big family. However, in the
afternoon she lay down for an hour’s nap, and I (Lenka) was supposed
to practice the piano at exactly the same time. I asked her if my playing
did not bother her, and she said “I sleep the best when the piano is
being played”. In the living room there was always a plate with butter
cookies, and there were other sweets in the cabinet, and we used to

sneak in there to get them. It turned out that Grandma and Mama
made them and put them there so that we would eat a bit more.
Our father sometimes took us out in the carriage when he had to
check on the crops, and occasionally I got 20 Kreutzer to go to the
village store and buy lemon drops which I loved. At times in summer we
went to the Beregszeg Forest, and when we came back home, Mama’s
homemade ice cream was awaiting us – mocha and vanilla.
At Passover there was always a Seder at our Grandmother Nagel’s,
and sometimes 25 people came to this celebration. The second Seder
evening was celebrated at Grandfather Weinberger’s – and it was to
this Seder that uncle Morko came with his daughters, Bozske and Sari.
That was a great joy for all of us since we liked them so much. Grandpa
Weinberger was a quiet and good man. Later when neither Grandma
Nagel nor Grandpa Weinberger was alive, we celebrated Passover in
our home, and the Seder was conducted by our father. I remember that
I was very nervous and excited when I was supposed to say the “Ma

Nishtanah” for the first time. What a joy it was, too, when fresh bread
was brought to our room after Passover!
During World War I, adult family men were drafted into the AustroHungarian armed forces. Grandma Nagel’s sons and son in law came
home after the retreat of the Austro-Hungarian army. Later uncle Zsiga
(Bandi’s father) got multiple sclerosis, and it was said that the disease
was caused by the fact that he had to return from the front on
horseback and was on the saddle non-stop for several days. Our father
was not drafted, and I wondered why. Today I know that his kidney
disease was the reason and that it was seen since he was losing
proteins - and that was the reason why they did not take him.
When the new Republic of Czechoslovakia was declared after World
War I, pogroms broke out and Jews were robbed, and sometimes even
killed. The three sons of Grandma Nagel were at the front at the time
that Czechoslovakia was formed, and the mob was plundering and
robbing Jews in Hlohovec. When they came to our gates and wanted to

plunder our home too, uncle Nacko (my mother’s brother), who was
already at home after returning from the front, was hit by a stone
hurled at his head. He said to the mob: “For four long years I fought for
You at the front and now you want to rob me?” The mob backed off
and left. So the house of our grandmother was the only one that was
not plundered. Our cousin Vicuska (Vica Spitzer) had buried Grandma’s
silver in the lower garden so it was safe from the mob. When the
pogroms continued, we fled to Budapest staying in a hotel for several
months until we received the news that it was possible to return to
Czechoslovakia. The furniture was still standing at home – in a very bad
shape – but everything else was stolen, and my parents had to start a
new life and work hard to get things to normal again.

Adolescence
There was a small party. I baked a chocolate cake and decorated it with
red currants. Cousins Juliska and Magda (Spitzer) were invited so that

they would stay with us overnight. A couple of young people (men)
came to the party also. After the party, when the guests had already
been taken back to Hlohovec, and an hour had gone by, we got - I got a
serenade in front of my windows in the children’s room – but father did
not let me open up even a crack of the window – to see who was giving
the serenade. Unfortunately, I will never know who was serenading me
that night.
Later I went to high school and the Business Academy in Bratislava
(Czechoslovak Academy – Hungarian Branch). Due to my diligence and
talent, I was very much liked by my teachers. I was good-natured and
eager to establish contacts, and had consequently many friends among
my classmates. After graduating in 1926 (Copies of the Final grades [all
excellent] and the Vocational Certificate are shown on the next page;
each document was in Slovak and Hungarian; the Slovak version is
shown), I helped my father with managing the farm by taking care of
correspondence and supervising accounting.

Final Grades

Vocational Certificate

Marriage and pre-World War II years

Copy of Marriage certificate (Lenka’s birth date is wrong)

In 1929 I married Ernest Neurath, a well to do businessman. He had a
wholesale and retail hardware store in Bratislava on the main square of
the city. We had a very happy and harmonious marriage. My husband,
who was very successful in his profession, provided us with a high
standard of living. There were vacations in the Austrian Alps, journeys
to enjoy the cultural life in Vienna, trips to the beach and to the parents’
home near Hlohovec. We were considered to belong to the highest
social circles in the city. We lived in a wealthy neighborhood in a large
villa. The apartment and furniture were designed by an architect
(Bauhaus). We had two servants and a cook, and an automobile was
available to us, which was a status symbol at that time. People
representing the top levels of the city’s economic and cultural life
gathered in our home. My son, Robert Alexander (Robi) was born on
May 8, 1933 (photographs below).

+Lenka (2 yr old)

with father (4 months old)

+Grandma Nina +Aunt Ancsi (2 yr old)

Our father had a favorite, and that was Robi. Whenever he came to
Bratislava, he never forgot to bring bananas for Robi, and then Robi sat
in his lap while he told him stories. When it was his birthday (our
father’s) on August 10th, we made him a wreath out of cornflowers and
poppies and put the wreath on his head while he was sitting on the
green velvet sofa in the dining room. When he was already very ill and
was taken to Bratislava by car (in 1939) so that Mama could bring him
to the hospital, he had a radiant and joyful expression in his eyes when
he saw Robi. In the hospital he kept on asking after Mama and Robi. He
died from kidney failure on the same day – the day World War II
started.

The political situation in the 2nd half of the
thirties appeared threatening. There was talk about
emigration. Ernest and Lenka took courses in pastry
baking to have a possible profession in a new
country. Unfortunately, the move did not happen.
The photograph on the left from 1937 was the last to
be taken until about a decade later………………………….
30th birthday: outing to
the Carpathian Mountains

Tiso’s Slovak Republic and World War II
The good times came to a sudden end in 1939 when Slovakia became an
“independent” republic. My husband’s business was confiscated
(aryanized) and he was forced to work there for the minimum wage for
Jews. During the summer of 1940, our home was searched for two days.
This was followed by the arrest of my husband whose whereabouts
remained unknown for several days. A lawyer was able to find out that

he was accused of smuggling most of his property abroad since a copy
of US immigration documents was found during the search. My
husband was interrogated for several days, and after refusing to admit
what he had not done, severely beaten. His intended defenestration
from the third floor was prevented only by the chance appearance of
another person. His release from prison alive was possible only after I
paid a ransom. The Aryan business confiscators were in permanent
state of drunkenness and entertained themselves by shooting exercises
with live ammunition over my husband’s head. Since September 1941,
we were forced to wear the yellow Jewish star. In 1942, most of our
furniture, books, paintings and artwork were confiscated for “nonpayment of taxes”. Allegedly, a member of SS took my grand piano
“back” to Germany. In March of the same year, my youngest 21-year
old unmarried sister (Anna [Ancsi]) was deported to Auschwitz where
she perished three months later. To prevent a similar fate happening to
my mother, we found ways and means to bring her illegally across the
border to Hungary.

In May 1943, the door to our apartment was destroyed by an ax and
all our belongings were forcefully removed within half an hour, and
thrown on the street. The apartment was given to a judge from the
Highest Political Court, who was transferred to Bratislava from Eastern
Slovakia [Koloman Silvay]. We found temporary shelter with relatives
and lived for three months in the bed bug infested hotel Continental,
the only hotel where entry of Jews was permitted for generous
payments. Subsequently, we moved into a wet and dark basement
apartment. The wall were wet and covered with fungi. Rats were
coming up the waste ducts. The landlady was keeping pigs illegally and
the smells penetrated the dwelling. Of course, all that time we lived in
fear that we would be deported any night. Small suitcases had been
packed for this occasion.
After the collapse of the Slovak National Uprising (September 1944),
the German army occupied Slovakia. During the night of September
28th, all Jews without exception were rounded up in a single stroke and

“shipped” away. We were saved since we did not live in the ghetto, but
as subtenants on the border of the ghetto. We found shelter with
Christian friends, changing the hiding places seven times. We could do
so only under the darkness of night out of fear to become discovered by
the Gestapo or the Slovak Hlinka Guards, and to be deported to
extermination camps. Occasionally, we had to wander in forests around
Bratislava without knowing where we would end up, insufficiently
dressed and without food in freezing weather and deep snow. German
soldiers, whom we met once, patrolled the forests. We spoke German,
and the soldiers thought that we were hiking. While hiding, we could
speak only in whispers, and could relieve ourselves without flushing the
toilet in order not to be noticed. Food was provided only by Christian
friends and was scarce and irregular. In some places, heating was not
possible since smoke from the chimney would reveal our presence. We
suffered from hunger, cold and wetness. During air raids we could not
go to the bomb shelters while all other “legal” tenants were there and
prayed. We lost everything during the war and the time of persecution.

Only two (Priscilla in Teheran, Iran, and Edith in France) of my five
siblings and my mother in Budapest survived the Holocaust.

“Liberation” and the Dictatorship of the Proletariat
When the Red Army marched into Bratislava on April 4th, 1945, a
search for hiding Germans started. A Cossack entered our hiding place
and put his automatic rifle against my chest, since he believed that I
was German, and was unwilling to accept my insistence that I was
Jewish (This interpretation is incorrect [Robert]: The Cossack clearly
declared that he intended to kill all “Hebrews” coming in his way). What
saved me was my husband’s Swiss Omega watch flashed cleverly in
front of the Cossack’s eyes, who left the premises with his new bounty.
Our suffering had not finished by the end of the war. The house with
the hardware store was destroyed by arson committed by the aryanizer
who later crossed the borders and allegedly settled in the United States
as a “persecuted political refugee”. We were unable to move back into

our prewar apartment which remained in the hands of the top member
of the Hlinka Guards who continued to have influential friends. We first
lived with relatives (the Balan family) and later as subtenants in
decrepit apartments. A special permit from the Furniture Department of
the Ministry of Interior Affairs of the Slovak National Council was
needed to be able to transfer the following items from the former
ghetto-like dwelling to the post-war decrepit apartments (see next
page, left): 1 oven, 3 wall mounted cabinets, 1 mirror, 1 shelf and 1
lamp. Later, permission had been given to have a dining table with
chairs and beds returned from all the belongings stolen in 1943 by the
Hlinka Garda.
A defamatory article accusing my husband of being a German enemy
appeared in the newspapers of the so called Democratic Party during
the summer of 1945 since evidence for his pre-war German business
advertisements was found (Bratislava was at that time a trilingual
Czechoslovak-German-Hungarian city). Therefore, as a politically

unreliable person he was
unable to find employment for
nearly two years. Then, for
about four years he worked for
a branch of a company
nationalizing and integrating all
hardware stores in the country
(Identification Card above).
After the communist takeover (February 1948), in 1951, my husband
was declared to be an untrustworthy capitalist and punished by being
forced to work as a manual laborer, first in a storeroom (see image
below) and later in building construction. The strenuous manual work

led to his early death at the age of 56.
I worked first as a translator from foreign
languages at an international trading company.
My chief there was Ing. Eugene Horvath who
became a good family friend. Later, after the
1948 communist putsch, when the company was
dissolved, I worked as an accountant at several
companies. One them, the Slovak Gasworks
provided special benefits: installation of gas
Ernest (middle) among store- lamps in the apartment (for many years there
room workers
were very frequent blackouts which would have
made it nearly impossible to read etc.). After being diagnosed to have a
detached retina in my better eye, and undergoing three unsuccessful
surgeries, I lost most of my eyesight and retired receiving a disability
pension.

Visit to Michal Nagel’s estate in Lontov (Slovakia)

Tatra Mountains Lenka, Edit, Nina (front)

Although life after the war and before the communist putsch was
difficult, there was hope, some alleviation from many deprivations (US
military surplus; packages sent by sister Piri from Teheran containing
for example soap which was otherwise prepared by cooking lard with
sodium hydroxide at home, etc.), and very rare vacations. One was in
the Tatra Mountains, another at the Nagel estate in Lontov. The
photograph on the left shows Eva Nagel, Csanky Bozsi (sister of Illy
Nagel), Lenka and Illy [1st row]; and Ernest, Robi and Michal Nagel [2nd
row]. The 2nd photograph shows Bozsi, Lenka, Illy and Eva (1st row); and
Jani (Eva’s brother), Ernest, Michal and Robi (2nd row). Some family

reunion also occurred: mother Nina returned from Hungary, and later,
sister Edith came from France (see photograph on
preceding page). They lived in a horrible one-room
apartment without a bathroom. Instead, there was a
communal outhouse shared by inhabitants of many
dwellings. Edith passed away in 1949 as the result of
medical malpractice. Nina received from Czechoslovak
authorities the permission to emigrate to the United
States to join Piri and her husband Hermann, who
moved from Teheran to New York, and their daughters
Border Crossing
Frances and Jennifer. She passed away in 1957.
Permit

In the autumn of 1963 I obtained the permission to visit my sister Piri
(who moved with her family from New York) in Switzerland, after 25
years of separation (see copy of the 90-day permit above; the permit
was later extended), and to see for the first time my sister in-law Marie

Lenka (left); Marie (right);

Lenka and Marie in front

Jennifer; Lenka; Frances

Piri (standing); St. Gallen of Notre Dame Cathedral, Paris

(from left to right)

Weinberger (Jani’s wife); her daughter, Catherine; as well as Piri’s
daughters, Frances and Jennifer. Unforeseen, after that, I have never
returned to Czechoslovakia, and lost all my belongings for the second
time.

Better Late than Never
Robert succeeded in receiving a permission in the spring of 1964 to
visit uncle Nacko in Vienna. He intended not to return to Bratislava.

Reluctantly, I also decided not to go back.
After about 3 months in Vienna, I joined my
son in Stockholm. In late October 1964 we
took a small commercial boat (“Arizona”; see
picture on the left) from Goteborg to Boston.
The food and company was excellent. Some of
the time was spent by playing chess with the
captain. Unfortunately, we got sea-sick. In
Boston harbor, we were picked up by a future
colleague of Robert’s, and took a train to
Philadelphia – the hometown for the next
seven years. For a short time the accommodations were at the research
institute across the animal room, and the smell from mice was
overwhelming. This was followed by a sublet in West Philadelphia. This
lacked air conditioning and was difficult to tolerate in summer heat. The
landlady was a fanatic supporter of Barry Goldwater. After Robert
joined the pharmaceutical company, Wyeth, a move to a new nice

apartment, overlooking the Philadelphia Art Museum, occurred. I had a
childhood friend, Mr. Bauer, who had a very successful lumber business
in Portland, Oregon. His business contact in Philadelphia was Mr.
Cohen. Mr. Cohen provided greatly appreciated advice and help.
Through his mediation, a bank loan was obtained. This permitted the
purchase of beautiful modern Scandinavian furniture and other
accessories for the new rental apartment. The loan was rapidly repaid.
Later, the first car, a Volvo, was bought. This allowed interesting
excursions during weekends and summer vacations. These included trips
to War of Independence and Civil War battlefields (Valley Forge, PA,
Gettysburg, PA, Washington Crossing, PA), colonial Williamsburg,
Washington, DC, the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library & Museum near
Monticello, NY, the Barnes Foundation art gallery (PA), New Hope, PA,
etc. A move from Philadelphia to New York (Upper East Side of
Manhattan) occurred in 1972, after US citizenship has been granted.
The new neighborhood had many features of “old” Europe: Hungarian,
Czech and German restaurants, bakeries and food stores. These

disappeared as time went on.
Some documents were needed from
Czechoslovakia. After unsuccessful
requests to the local authorities, we
turned to the US Consul in Prague for
help. The result is evident from the
copied letter on the left: The
Czechoslovaks refused the request since
we have been “staying abroad without
the permission of the Czechoslovak
authorities”. This happened while we
have been US citizens who had formally renounced citizenship of any
other country. The last stupid insolence completes the systematic
thievery since 1940 perpetrated by Bratislava authorities.
In addition to short trips, there was long distance travel both within
and outside the United States. The North American trips included the

Robert, unknown,

Eva, Zsuzsi, Feri,

Robert, Eva, Lenka,

Feri Link, Lenka, Anci

Lenka, Anci Link

Zsuzsi, Anci Link

Skyline Drive in the Blue Ridge Mountains, Grand Tetons, Yellowstone,
Yosemite and Sequoia National Parks, Colorado Springs, Portland, OR
(to visit Mr. Bauer), scenic route #1 in California, and the Getty
Museum, Montreal, Quebec City and the Gaspe peninsula. A trip to
Switzerland in 1968 resulted in meeting the Link family who also
succeeded in leaving Czechoslovakia (photographs above). Additional
trips to Europe followed (Cologne to meet Michal and Illy Nagel; Ulm,
where the Links moved to from Switzerland; and sister Piri in Basel [see

Lenka, Piri, Paula (Robert’s wife) and Robert in Piri’s apartment in Basel

adjacent photographs]. Piri’s beautiful apartment was carpeted with
Persian rugs from Teheran; the walls were covered with Piri’s own
modern paintings. Piri had her art studio in the same house as was her
apartment. Piri was a wonderful guide to see historical sites, art and
museums in Basel. Her cooking, baking, and espresso coffee was
unfailingly five star gourmet.
As time went on, travel became too tiresome. However, Robert, while
still in Philadelphia, bought a vacation home in the Pocono Mountains.

Lenka at one of the lakes
at Locust Lake Village

Lenka & Anci Link on top Lenka & Gita Horvath (Jenco’s wife)
of Camelback Mountain

on the deck of the vacation home

The house was in a recreational community called “Locust Lake Village”.
It was equidistant from Philadelphia and New York, and owned by
Robert for approximately 36 years. It was visited on weekends and
during vacations and holidays. It became Paula’s and Robert’s beloved
retreat, and a site for visits by relatives and friends: Anci and Laci Link,
Piri, Jenco & Gita Horvath. Jenco insisted in repainting the red deck, and
did the best job ever. He declared that using American paint was a

Lenka in the Manhattan apartment

pleasure and not work.
With advancing age, even the trips to the
house in the Poconos became too tiresome. 24hour help was needed to continue living in the New York apartment.
This was provided with great grace by Hungarian ladies recommended
by our dentist Dr. George Kralik, originally from Hungary. Later,
unfortunately, intermittent hospitalizations were required.

Memorial Service held several months
after Lenka’s passing away (1/1/2000)
[Robert and Paula]

Dinner following Memorial Service
(discernible from left: Phyllis Krauss;
Roberta & Joseph Hellman; Paula & Robert)

